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Two Metres
[A large bag of soil is emptied onto the floor. The
soil is damp and smells loamy. Shoes and socks are
removed. The soil is spread in a smooth layer over
the floor by naked feet moving in a steady,
sweeping movement. All stop, step back, pause,
and then step gently onto the soil. This is a dance
or a prayer.]

[Chorus]

soil repairs itself provides your food holds your
remains the earth beneath your feet where you
play as you grow tight skin pulsing in tender
depressions the earth as bronze leaves beat
music in your history trace of dirt on your wrist
pressing for victory where you dig Darwin’s
heroes moving forwards in segments on setae
in and out grip the ground sculptors of soil
nature’s first gardeners worms like tiny ploughs
echoes the arches of your ear sings clear earth
dreams folding in you where you dig thumbs softly
on your eyes sleeps easily as you gather in salt
pools earth that sustains you earth you live on
stuff of life moves easily through your bones clay
for your bricks where you make paths where you
dig foundations worm tunnels worm engineers
night crawlers garden worms manure worms red
worms rich castings complete the cycle
ouroboros where the roots of forests live

[First Woman]

Gardeners inhale 'emm vah-kay' digging in the soil:
Voilà! 'emm vah-kay' mice in a miniature swimming
pool. They feed the mice tiny peanut-butter
sandwiches with a little 'emm vah-kay' smeared on.

Yummm. 'emm vah-kay' mice run through a difficult
maze. Soil is a Cinderella environmental issue.
Thank goodness for Cinderella’s 'emm vah-kay'
mice footmen.

[Chorus]

once her ways to roam a scuzz up hurt earth
a richer dust concealed filth that gave her flowers
to dust whom England shaped in that richness
you a foul mess maculate contaminate sleaze
crud dreck this soil structure

[Second Woman]

I don't know about soil. I've never grown things or
got my hands dirty so I put a handful of compost in
a jar, sealed it and put it on my desk. By the next
morning, the glass was fogged as though I had
trapped a living thing. I opened the lid, and listened
to it breathe.

[Chorus]

soil structure maintenance tendrils form clusters
fungi form friendships link plants with soil acting
agents nutrient exchange mycelium clusters
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carry messages particle alchemists of trace
elements hope and warnings like bone once
formed gas locked away in shale gets older
already changing has already changed like your
bone consists of years of a life from scarcity to
abundance fracturing living tissue remodelling
rock like bone and teeth replaced as you drink
water then broken down a division of the body
from abundance to scarcity
[All kneel down and place their hands on the soil.
This is a farewell or a lament]

[Second Woman]

I worry about it. It is dangerous to identify the
female body with earth so I change my will from a
scattering to a sea-burial: slide me out frozen onto
a solid wave of green sea-ice.

[Chorus]

burning of blanket bogs soil degradation
diminishes capacity to provide food the top layer
of dirt helps to sustain all life 500 years to make 1
inch of top soil silt is fallen and degenerate
edges seep you crawl on wasted knees your
shrunken arteries silt the well too late the
end of mouths this process of fracturing pulls
away from tender nerves too late protruding
from skin split and bleeding too late the
throat split down into the earth too late for clean
edges speckled with white spots too late and
hardened inside water sand and chemicals nail
marks in the rock a small outflow to the head

soil flaking through cracks
the body

dividing time
fracturing place

the earth beneath our feet
where you dig where roots of forests

where teeth
bones

dust

[All stand]

[First Woman]

Where teeth

[Second Woman]

Where bones

[First Woman]

Where dust to dust -

[All slowly step off soil and exit, apart from First
Woman who takes from her pocket a small packet
of seeds. She scatters them on the soil in an arc,
then exits]

End
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